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CHURCH WITHOUT
WALLS  
by Terry Whittaker 

More leaves have dropped than are on the trees . Remembrance Day

has passed and Christmas now beckons ; in fact it ’s only 5 weeks  

away - eek !  

 

The relentless pace of building continues with the new blocks at

Chatham Waters appearing to be pulled up by the crane from behind

the hoardings adjacent to the Mast & Rigging .  The blocks around

Gillingham Pier are shrouded , with the industrious noise of ‘fitting out ’

coming from within . Sadly , there remains no sign of any new retail

outlets below the residential blocks and , as a consequence , there is

little evidence on the streets of those that live in the area .  

 

A real answer to prayer is that the proposed closure of the GP surgery

at the Sunlight Centre has now been postponed . The Health and Social

Care Overview & Scrutiny Committee met on 16th October and have

deferred consideration until at least April 2020 .  Thanks to those who

have been praying over this .  

 

We have committed to being more visible as a team and have taken a

couple of steps to achieve this .  The first step is that we are cooking

sausage and bacon rolls on a small BBQ adjacent to Gillingham Pier ,

and serving hot drinks , every Sunday morning . Our first planned event

was hampered by the weather so , instead , we decamped to the Asda

Café where we were served with a fine breakfast . We were joined by a

couple of residents from Prospect Place and the staff serving in the

café could not have been more helpful .  Our second session went as

planned and we managed to get the curtains twitching in a number of

the apartments . I suspect driven , not only by the curiosity of trying to

establish who would be mad enough to be having a BBQ at this time

of year , but also by Deano using his football commentary skills to

broadcast a running commentary on our all-age Boule game !  Please   

"But in your hearts honour Christ the Lord 
as holy, always being prepared to make a 

defence to anyone who asks you for a 
reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it 

with gentleness and respect". 
1 Peter 3:15 ESV
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pray that people will be brave enough to approach us and that they

will enjoy this particular ‘madness ’ , just as we do .  The arrival of our

team fleeces and t-shirts is also a cause of excitement .  Thanks to

Conor for his hard work in designing and ordering them - they look

great and have already attracted positive comment .    

 

Our Sunday services continue to grow in attendance , both in the

lounge at the Premier Inn and in the lounge at Prospect Place .   Our

worship making Lego crosses was a hit and attracted a lovely lady

visiting the area from Botswana to join our last service ; our first truly

international guest !  Please pray for these services - whilst our model

and ethos is that it is not all about a Sunday they do provide a

perspective of engagement .  

 

We recently had our first residents '  outing , a fun day in Whitstable ,

where we laughed all day , ate well and just enjoyed each others

company .  It was a real privilege to be trusted by those who are

dependent upon help to get around .  We would welcome your prayers

for our forthcoming lunch and cinema trip on Tuesday 20th .  As I

write , we are just firming up details for a 'Christmas experience '  trip

at the beginning of December .  

 

The new Archdeacon , The Ven . Andy Wooding-Jones came to visit us .

We had a good time walking the area and then meeting with some of

the residents at Prospect Place .  Our relationship with the

Archdeacon is key as it is he who formally reviews REACH at

Gillingham Pier each year and the time we spent together was a real

encouragement . 

 

Finally , we have now launched our social media ‘shop window ’ .  The

new website and Facebook and Twitter pages are all out there and

active .  Please pray that these prove to be a conduit for reaching into

the secure apartment blocks to enable us to make new and positive

relationships .  

 

Prayer is at the very heart of REACH at Gillingham Pier and we

continue to be grateful to you all for your support and prayers ,  Your

commitment and feedback is vital and the more of us seeking and

hearing God 's plan , the better equipped we are to carry it out . Please

do feel free to pass this newsletter on to anyone that you feel would

be interested .    

 

Next newsletter next year , which leaves me and the rest of the team

to send our love and our hope for a Happy and Blessed Christmas ,

whatever that may mean to you .  We are filled with excitement for

2019 - it won ’t be without its challenges , but God is good .   

Thanks and Prayers

Our Services
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3rd Sunday: Prospect Place 14.30 

1st Friday: Prospect Place 14.30  

hosted by St Luke's 

Give thanks for the safe return of Tim and

Tricia and for a fruitful trip, generating

interest in Christian mission to the UK. 

 

Give thanks for the trip to Whitstable and

the two trips to come before the end of the

year.  May they be times of joy and may our

witness be a signpost to the ever-present

love of Christ. 

 

Continue to pray for the new buildings and

in particular for the potential of being

involved in a Parent and Toddler Group. 

 

For our times on the Pier, for good

conversations, for fun and for safety. 

 

Pray for the area as a whole.  There are issues

of vandalism that are becoming more

prevalent. 

 

Give thanks for the grace shown by the

management teams of Prospect Place and

the Premier Inn who have shown us such

welcome.   

 

Pray that Christ, through the Spirit, will

continue to open doors for us and enable us

to step in. 

 

Pray for the small but faithful team at St

Luke's who continue to host a service at

Prospect Place and also for the arrival and

settling in of their new Minister. 

 

Pray that the REACH team are wholly

equipped, have the eyes, ears, mouth and

heart of Christ and are ready to explain the

reason that they have for the hope they have

in Christ. 

 

Finally, please pray for each and every

resident of the REACH location, that they

may come to know the reality of Jesus and

the Hope that transforms all.   


